High Energy Density Picoliter Zn-Air Batteries for Colloidal Robots and State Machines
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Abstract

The recent interest in microscopic autonomous systems, including microrobots, colloidal state machines and smart dust has created a need for microscale energy storage and harvesting. However, macroscopic materials for energy storage have noted incompatibilities with micro-fabrication techniques, creating significant challenges to realizing microscale energy systems. Herein, we photolithographically pattern a microscale Zn/Pt/SU-8 system to generate the highest energy density microbattery at the picoliter (10⁻¹² L) scale. The device scavenges ambient or solution dissolved oxygen for a Zn oxidation reaction, achieving an energy density ranging from 760 to 1070 Wh L⁻¹ at scales below 100 μm lateral and 2 μm thickness in size. More than 10,000 devices per wafer can be released into solution as functional colloids with energy stored onboard. Within a volume of only 2 pL each, these microbatteries can deliver open circuit voltages of 1.16 V with total energies ranging from 5.5 ± 0.3 to 7.7 ± 1.0 μJ and a maximum power near 2.7 nW. We demonstrate that such systems can reliably power a micron-sized memristor circuit, providing access to non-volatile memory. We also cycle power to drive the reversible bending of microscale bimorph actuators at 0.05 Hz for mechanical functions of colloidal robots. Additional capabilities such as powering two distinct nanosensor types and a clock circuit are also demonstrated. The high energy density, low volume and simple configuration promise the mass fabrication and adoption of such picoliter Zn-air batteries for micron-scale, colloidal robotics with autonomous functions.

Introduction

The past decade has witnessed a surge of interest in scaling down sensors, robots and computers to submillimeter regime. For example, researchers have managed to shrink the volume of smart dust by nearly
1,000 fold since its first proposal,\textsuperscript{1,2} yet the volume is still on the order of microliters (mm$^3$).\textsuperscript{3,4} More recently, novel materials and fabrication techniques have enabled even smaller sensors and machines invisible to naked eyes,\textsuperscript{5-10} with their lateral dimensions smaller than 100 μm and their volume entering the \textit{picoliter} ($10^{-6}$ mm$^3$) regime. Such devices have been aerosolized,\textsuperscript{8} embedded into a polymer matrix,\textsuperscript{5} and injected into tissues.\textsuperscript{6} A notable recent achievement consists of picoliter robots that can walk using bimorph actuators as legs.\textsuperscript{7} However, energy storage has emerged as a limitation at the micron-scale, which creates challenges in both material selection and fabrication.\textsuperscript{11} Conventional battery materials are prepared using wet chemistry that is fundamentally incompatible with the microelectronic fabrication processes used for these micro-robotic advances,\textsuperscript{12} hence restricting microbatteries, however defined, to millimeters in size in the literature.\textsuperscript{13-16} In this work, we photolithographically pattern the highest energy density microbatteries at the picoliter ($10^{-12}$ L) scale demonstrated to date, for the purpose of powering robotic devices on the microscale.

A major motivation behind this trend of shrinking the size of robots is to unlock applications inaccessible to larger devices.\textsuperscript{6,9} A smaller size also enhances the mobility of sensors, enabling colloidal suspension of sensors and robots that can be carried along by fluid motion. To date, the majority of millimeter-scale sensors were either powered by solar cells\textsuperscript{2-4,17} or did not have internal power sources.\textsuperscript{18-21} However, to enable autonomous operation of colloidal robots in confined environments, such as pipelines, underground and \textit{in-vivo}, on-board, high energy density units are required since access to ambient energy sources such as illumination are necessarily limited. Thus, there is a pressing need for integrating tiny batteries with the tiny sensors and robots.\textsuperscript{12}

In this work, we demonstrate a facile route for fabricating and subsequently releasing microscopic Zn-air batteries with cleanroom techniques in a massively parallel manner. Utilizing dissolved oxygen, picoliter Zn-air batteries working in a neutral aqueous solution provided an energy density over 760 Wh L$^{-1}$ (2.75 μJ pL$^{-1}$) and an areal power density of 0.15 mW cm$^{-2}$, with an open circuit voltage of 1.16 V. This represents the highest energy density for energy storage devices below 1 μL in volume. We find that due to the inherent high surface-area-to-volume ratio, picoliter batteries do not require special materials or sophisticated 3D structure to achieve high energy density and power density. When the batteries operate in phosphate-buffered solution, commonly employed to study physiological environments, the exposed Zn anode is shown to generate a zinc phosphate over-coating. This coating, however, does not impede the realization of high energy densities. We show that the batteries are able to switch on memristors and power actuators of similar sizes, demonstrating potential applicability to cell-sized autonomous robots. With linear dimensions ranging from 10 to 100 μm, they represent the first class of full-cell batteries capable of providing electricity to picoliter-sized machines.

**Results**

**Design, Fabrication and Release of Picoliter Batteries:**

Our approach differs fundamentally from those employed previously to create millimeter-sized batteries,\textsuperscript{15,22} due to the requirement of direct integration with microscopic loads through photolithography, which is challenging to achieve with post-fabrication assembly methods.\textsuperscript{12,23} As mentioned above, conventional battery materials are prepared using wet chemical methods, such as slurry casting, which are fundamentally incompatible with microelectronic fabrication processes.\textsuperscript{12} This has apparently limited microbatteries to millimeters in size in the literature,\textsuperscript{13-16} which is 1,000,000 times larger in volume than the target load devices for emerging micro-robotics.\textsuperscript{23-25} Similarly, the usage of organic liquid electrolytes is another hurdle
for fabrication, release and biomedical applications. All-solid-state Li-ion batteries have been demonstrated with solid electrolytes, though the deposition of such ceramic materials is usually extremely slow (<0.01 nm s\(^{-1}\)). Nevertheless, the high air and moisture sensitivity of anode materials (such as Li metal or LiC\(_x\)) and electrolytes complicates the fabrication processes, requiring hermetic sealing which would inevitably expand the device volume for micro-robotic applications. As a result, picoliter-sized full-cell Li-ion batteries that can be integrated with microscopic robotic components have not been demonstrated to date.

Zn as an anode material possesses high stability under ambient conditions, which allows for a high deposition rate (> 1 nm s\(^{-1}\)) and facile integration with standard photolithography processes. We selected Zn-air chemistry because theoretically it provides very high specific energy (1350 Wh kg\(^{-1}\)) and energy density (>6000 Wh L\(^{-1}\)) which are essential metrics for micro-robotic applications. Unlike other Zn-based batteries, in practice, primary Zn-air batteries also provide an impressive energy density of 1100 Wh L\(^{-1}\) (Supplementary Fig. 1 and Supplementary Table 1), much higher than rechargeable Li-ion batteries. We note that Zn is also compatible with physiological environments. Examples of Zn-air microbatteries in the literature to date are millimeters in scale and are not suited for mass production nor parallel release from a substrate, suggesting incompatibility with colloidal robotics.

To scale Zn-air batteries down to the picoliter regime and to make them a modular component of microscopic machines, we have designed a planar configuration as shown in Fig. 1a to 1c. A typical device consists of a 40 μm × 50 μm Zn anode and a Pt cathode of the same size, both sitting on a polymer base of 100 by 100 μm (Fig. 1c). Smaller devices have also been fabricated. As an aqueous ionic environment is typical for micro-robotic applications, an electrolyte does not have to be incorporated during fabrication (Fig. 1a). This approach has been previously employed on millimeter-scale devices, and was proven to be effective in simplifying the fabrication procedure. More importantly, harnessing both the cathodic material (O\(_2\)) and the electrolyte from the environment drastically improves the energy density, which is critical for reducing the size of colloidal robots. With standard photolithography, 10,000 batteries (a 100 × 100 array) of the same design can be fabricated on a single 2 inch wafer shown in Figure 1d. First, SU-8 polymer (2 μm thick) was cross-linked by contact photolithography to form a chemically stable, mechanically strong and electrically insulating base (Fig. 1e) with a customizable thickness (Supplementary Fig. 2). Second, the platinum cathode was patterned and evaporated together with the current collector for the anode (Fig. 1f). From bottom up, the Pt cathode consists of a Ti (or Cr) adhesion layer, a Ag layer for mechanical flexibility, a second adhesion layer, and a functional layer of Pt. Finally, the pattern for the Zinc anode was defined and a Ti adhesion layer was sputtered (Fig. 1g). Metallic Zn up to 1.5 μm thick (Supplementary Fig. 3) was deposited by thermal evaporation to complete the battery (Fig. 1h).
**Fig. 1 | Fabrication and release of Zn/Pt/SU8 picoliter Zn-air batteries.**

a, Side view schematic of a Zn-air picoliter battery placed in a droplet of electrolyte. 
b, Height profile and c, optical micrograph of an open-circuit Zn-air picoliter battery after fabrication. Scale bar: 40 μm. From a to c, the SU-8 base has a side length of 100 μm.

d, Image of a Si wafer with a 100 × 100 array of picoliter batteries. 
e, f, g, h, Optical micrographs of picoliter batteries at different stages of the fabrication, as indicated by the annotation. i, Optical micrograph of picoliter battery arrays patterned for Cu etching. Scale bar: 200 μm.

j, Schematics of batteries with loads (memristors in this case) released into solution. 
k, Image of a bottle of dispersion containing 100 μm batteries. 
l, Optical micrographs of open circuit and short-circuited Zn-air picoliter batteries, both are 100 μm.

m, Central image: optical micrographs of picoliter batteries deposited onto a glass slide. Scale bar: 200 μm. Side images: optical micrographs of individual batteries that were facing down (left), and up (right). Scale bar: 50 μm.

n, Optical micrographs of short-circuited batteries with various sizes. Scale bar: 50 μm.

o, Optical micrographs of 20 μm batteries after releasing and re-depositing onto a
glass slide. The dust in the leftmost image was residual from the sacrificial substrate. The rightmost image showed a 20 μm battery that was facing downward.

To enable facile release of microbatteries into solution, we fabricated them on a sacrificial substrate comprising a photoresist/Cu bilayer (Fig. 1a). After fabrication, a frame was patterned around each battery (Fig. 1i), where the Cu was etched away (Supplementary Fig. 4), and the photoresist was dissolved to release the batteries (Fig. 1j). The batteries can be stored in various solvents (Fig. 1k), such as THF and acetonitrile, for over 3 months. In addition to the open-circuit design in Figure 1a, we also fabricated short-circuited ones where the Pt and Zn electrodes were connected (Fig. 1l, Supplementary Fig. 5). When the aged dispersion was transferred onto glass slides and dried, over 90% of the batteries were observed to have an intact appearance (Fig. 1m). Almost all of them appeared flat, the probability of the front side facing up was close to 50% (Fig. 1m, Supplementary Fig. 6). Short-circuited Zn-air batteries smaller than 50 μm were also produced, for which we adopted a design with Zn sitting at the center on top of the Pt (Fig. 1n). This configuration requires lower fabrication accuracy and resolution, facilitating the downscaling of device sizes. The 20 μm batteries can be released and remain intact after transferring onto slides (Fig. 1o), although the yield of release was much lower than the 100 μm devices (Supplementary Fig. 8). By measuring the amount of Cu²⁺ ions displaced by Zn metal in a mixture of battery dispersion and copper(II) chloride solution (Supplementary Fig. 9), the thickness of Zn was verified to be consistent with that acquired by profilometry.

**Performance of Picoliter Batteries:**

To characterize the electrical performance of these tiny batteries on a probe station, we have fabricated some devices with extended leads (Supplementary Fig. 10). We connected one probe with each electrode through the leads to monitor the voltage and current of our batteries (Supplementary Fig. 10g). A drop of pH-neutral electrolyte solution was added onto the device to emulate an operating environment for released picoliter batteries. The active device exposed to the electrolyte had exactly the same design as the picoliter batteries in Fig. 1c, while the wires were covered by a layer of insulating SU-8 to prevent any interference with the measurements (Supplementary Fig. 10c). The amount of electrolyte was in large excess (>10 μL) compared to the device volume, in order to minimize the effect of evaporation. Batteries of various electrode sizes were fabricated on a sacrificial substrate, so that they can undergo a release procedure similar to that experienced by batteries without wires (Supplementary Fig. 10d-f).

Galvanostatic discharge of picoliter batteries was conducted in neutral electrolytes with 0.15 M of various salts (Supplementary Fig. 11). Batteries in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) showed significantly higher voltage and capacity compared to those in other electrolytes (Figure 2a), despite a higher discharge rate. In PBS, identical picoliter Zn-air batteries were able to deliver over twice as much energy and power as in other electrolytes (Figure 2b). Meanwhile, the fluctuation of voltage in PBS was much more noticeable than that in any other solution (Figure 2a). The PBS solution contains NaCl, KCl, KH₂PO₄ and Na₂HPO₄. Since neither control experiments with NaCl or KCl solutions was able to replicate the performance in PBS, the phosphate buffer pair should be responsible for the superior energy and power. Inspection of the batteries after discharge revealed the existence of inorganic coatings on the Zn electrode in PBS, which was not observed in any other electrolyte (Figure 2c, Supplementary Fig. 12). We identified the product as zinc phosphate formed by the following reactions in PBS, distinct from those for conventional Zn-air batteries, shown in Fig. 2d:

Cathode: \( \text{O}_2 + 2 \text{H}_2\text{O} + 4 \text{e}^- \rightarrow 4 \text{OH}^- \)
Anode: $3 \text{Zn} + 2 \text{OH}^- + 2 \text{HPO}_4^{2-} \rightarrow \text{Zn}_3(\text{PO}_4)_2 + 2 \text{H}_2\text{O} + 6 \text{e}^-$

Overall: $6 \text{Zn} + 3 \text{O}_2 + 4 \text{HPO}_4^{2-} + 2 \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow 2 \text{Zn}_3(\text{PO}_4)_2 + 8 \text{OH}^-$

On the cathode, Pt catalyzes the reduction of oxygen to form hydroxide ions, which is the same as in Zn-air batteries with the other tested electrolytes. On the anode side, instead of reacting with water to form zinc hydroxide, Zn$^{2+}$ reacts with phosphate ions (PO$_4^{3-}$) to form a precipitate, and the hydroxide ion from the cathode is buffered by HPO$_4^{2-}$. This mechanism is consistent with previous reports on macroscopic Zn-air batteries using similar electrolyte.$^7$2

The reaction mechanism above was confirmed by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) characterization of the discharge product in PBS. Most peaks in the XRD spectrum were assigned to zinc phosphate tetrahydrate (Fig. 2e). Quantitative analysis of the EDS spectra revealed an Zn:P:O atomic ratio of about 3:2.3:13 (Fig. 2f), consistent with the chemical composition determined by XRD. The EDS mapping showed a uniform distribution of Zn, O and P across the particles (Fig. 2g), suggesting a homogeneous composition. The discharge product is likely a mixture of amorphous and crystalline components, as e-beam diffraction showed no discernible structure for most regions probed, while the XRD results clearly demonstrated crystallinity. Based on this evidence for a Zn$_3$(PO$_4$)$_2$ layer, our observed voltage fluctuations are attributed to stochastic pitting corrosion of the Zn anode.$^{7,4}$ In PBS, Zn$_3$(PO$_4$)$_2$ will precipitate at a lower Zn$^{2+}$ concentration than Zn(OH)$_2$ (Fig 2e-g, Supplementary Note 2), which is the main precipitate in the other neutral electrolytes tested. As a result, a thicker, more continuous and less permeable passivation layer forms on Zn during galvanostatic discharge in the PBS electrolyte, leading to more dramatic voltage fluctuations when pitting corrosion occurs. The mechanical disturbance generated by the growing zinc phosphate film may also contribute to the voltage fluctuations. We also noted that the voltage fluctuations of our battery are larger than in the literature due to the smaller size and the lack of an ion-exchange polymer coating.$^7$2 A picoliter battery is expected to have a larger fluctuation than a macroscopic one, because the inhomogeneity of the electrode material plays a larger role on a smaller area. However, the higher overall power and energy density we observe in PBS compared to in other electrolytes indicates that this passivation layer reduces the self-discharge of the Zn anode. The fluctuation in the first 2000 s of discharge is typically less than 100 mV, which is about 10% of the OCV. More importantly, we have demonstrated that the battery is capable of providing reliable power to many types of micro-robotic loads.
Fig. 2 | Reaction mechanism in picoliter Zn-air batteries. a, Galvanostatic discharge curves of picoliter Zn-air batteries in several representative electrolytes. b, Power versus energy plot (Ragone plot) extracted from galvanostatic discharge of picoliter batteries in various electrolytes. The concentration of cations was 0.15 mol/L in all electrolytes except PBS. The current of discharge was the highest possible value for the voltage to be positive in each electrolyte, which was 2 nA in sodium sulfate, 4 nA in lithium/sodium/potassium chloride, and 6 nA in sodium/potassium nitrate and PBS. c, Optical micrographs of picoliter batteries after galvanostatic discharge in PBS (upper) and LiCl (lower). d, Schematics of the half reactions and the overall reaction. e, XRD spectrum of the discharge product and the reference spectrum of hydrated zinc phosphate (Hopeite). f, EDS spectrum of the discharge product in PBS solution, with atomic percentage of the major elements, acquired with a scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM). g, High-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) image and the energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) mapping of the discharge product in the same region where EDS spectrum was collected.

Encouraged by the exceptional performance, we further studied these picoliter Zn-air batteries in PBS electrolyte. Voltage curves were measured by discharging the batteries at increasing current densities (per cathode area) from 0 to 0.75 mA cm^-2. Data were collected from 9 individual batteries (Fig. 3a) and averaged. The voltage monitored over 60 s at each current density was shown in Fig. 3c, and the time-averaged voltage versus current curves (polarization curves) were obtained as in Fig. 3b. The open circuit voltage of these batteries was around 1.2 V, and the short circuit current was about 10 nA (0.5 mA cm^-2). When we plotted the average voltage versus the normalized current (Fig. 3b, Supplementary Fig. 13), we found that the polarization curves were mostly invariant with respect to size. This indicates that the cell resistance scales with the size of the electrode, and the oxygen transport on the cathodic side is likely the rate-determining step. This is further supported by literature results that the discharge current scaled linearly with the cathode area when the Zn area was fixed.\(^7\) This is also consistent with a much higher current density of oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) when the catalyst was loaded on a rotating ring-disk electrode,\(^76\) or at the triple phase boundary,\(^35\) where the transport of oxygen was greatly enhanced compared to our setup. We therefore normalize the current and power based on the cathode area.
Figure 3d-g shows the long-time galvanostatic discharge data of the picoliter batteries in PBS with various current densities. The thickness of Zn was supposed to be 700 nm based on the quartz balance in the deposition chamber, while the actual thickness measured by the profilometer was 1 μm, likely due to the loose packing of Zn micro-crystals. The average voltage dropped from about 0.5 V (Fig. 3d) to 0.3 V (Fig. 3g), while the average output power increased from 1 nW to near 3 nW (Fig. 3h), as the discharge rate increased from 0.1 mA cm\(^{-2}\) (0.24 C) to 0.4 mA cm\(^{-2}\) (0.96 C). This trend (Fig. 3h) was consistent with the voltage-current relationship obtained in the previous experiment (Fig. 3b). The fluctuating voltage observed in Fig. 2a was also seen here under various discharge rate. It is interesting to note that the duration of discharge did not decrease accordingly, but stayed roughly around 2000 to 3000 s (Fig. 3d, e, and g), with an exception at 0.3 mA cm\(^{-2}\) (Fig. 3f). This corresponds to an increase in capacity from 1/6 to over 50% of the theoretical value (30 μC) as the discharge accelerated (Fig. 3i), which is opposite to the common trend in most batteries. Self-discharge may explain the limited operation time of the Zn anode, leading to lower capacity at lower discharge rates. The discharge product growing on the surface of the Zn anode could eventually block its access to the electrolyte, which might also lead to a premature failure (Supplementary Fig. 14). However, some exceptions do exist at high rates (above 0.3 mA cm\(^{-2}\)) with close-to-theoretical capacity (blue curve in Fig. 3f and yellow curve in Supplementary Fig. 15d), which did not exhibit self-discharge for a much longer time (>4000 s). The released batteries with wires delivered one-third less capacity compared to batteries tested on wafer (Supplementary Fig. 16), due to damages of the Zn electrode during the release and transfer process which involved a series of mechanical manipulation and repeated solvent washing. Aging of the batteries in the solvent for more than 1 month does not appear to lead to failure of the picoliter batteries (Supplementary Fig. 15c-f).
Fig. 3 | Performance of picoliter Zn-air batteries in PBS. a, Polarization curves of 9 individual batteries with 50 \(\mu\text{m} \times 40 \mu\text{m}\) electrodes. b, Polarization curves from batteries of three different electrode areas. c, Voltage versus time curves for Zn-air picoliter batteries under different discharge current densities, the shaded regions indicate the standard error of the measurement. The legend shows the correspondence between actual current and current density normalized by the area of Pt electrode. d-g, Galvanostatic discharge curves of picoliter Zn-air batteries under current densities of d, 0.1 mA \text{cm}^{-2}, e, 0.2 mA \text{cm}^{-2}, f, 0.3 mA \text{cm}^{-2}, and g, 0.4 mA \text{cm}^{-2}. Data from 4 devices are shown for each rate, more discharge curves can be found in Supplementary Fig. 13 and 16. These batteries have 1 \(\mu\text{m}\) thick Zn and a volume of 2 pL. h, Polarization curve and power curve by averaging the galvanostatic discharge curves in Fig. 3d-g. i, Average voltages and capacities of batteries under 4 current densities. The theoretical capacity and open circuit voltage are indicated by the dashed lines.

A Ragone plot of the individual performance of each tested battery shows reasonable consistency across devices under the same testing condition (Fig. 4a). Unlike the commonly observed negative correlation between energy and power densities (red squares in Fig. 4b), there appeared to be a somewhat positive correlation for our picoliter Zn-air batteries. This is due to the self-discharge effect discussed in the previous paragraph. Because the cathodic reactant \(\text{O}_2\) came from the solution environment, the net volume of the battery (2 pL) was dominated by the Zn anode, while the Pt cathode accounted for less than 10% of the volume. The total output energy of one picoliter battery was about 5.5 \(\mu\text{J}\) at 0.4 mA \text{cm}^{-2}, which translates to an energy density of 2.75 \(\mu\text{J pL}^{-1}\) (\(~760\ \text{Wh L}^{-1}\)). At 0.3 mA \text{cm}^{-2}, devices with exceptionally high energy densities (near 6 \(\mu\text{J pL}^{-1}\)) give rise to a higher average of 3.85 \(\mu\text{J pL}^{-1}\) (1070 Wh L^{-1}). Compared to Li-ion microbatteries reported in the literature,\textsuperscript{13-16,22,29,33,34,78-80} our Zn-air battery benefits from harvesting part of its reactants from the environment, hence offers a higher energy density among other advantages (Fig. 4c), despite its simple structure and facile fabrication. More importantly, it has a volume 5 orders of magnitude smaller than almost all microbatteries in the literature. Therefore, we have demonstrated the first picoliter battery that has appreciable energy density and can be fabricated with standard photolithography, which makes it a promising energy source for cell-sized robots and sensors.\textsuperscript{6-8}

Fig. 4 | Performance summary and comparison. a, Ragone plot of energy and power of individual batteries with 2 pL volume, the data were calculated from Fig. 3d-g. The theoretical Gibbs free energy of the cell reaction is shown as the red dashed line. b, Ragone plot of the average energy and power densities under 4 current densities. The error bars represent the standard deviation across multiple devices. The red squares are data of Li-MnO\textsubscript{2} primary microbatteries from literature.\textsuperscript{81} c, Master plot of the energy density versus cell volume for various microbatteries reported in the literature (electrolyte volume excluded for all entries). This work is shown in red asterisk.
Powering Micro-Robotic Loads

Memristors are two-terminal devices whose resistance is modulated based on the history of current passing through. We have used memristors in the past for information storage on a colloidal state machine with a relatively simple structure. In this work, commercial memristors purchased from Knowm Inc. were connected with picoliter batteries in a setup shown in Supplementary Fig. 25a. The cyclic voltammetry curves of the memristors (Supplementary Fig. 25c) show that they can be switched from an off state with 1 GΩ resistance to an on state with 1 to 10 MΩ resistance at a threshold voltage of around 0.2 V, making them suitable loads for our picoliter batteries. Fig. 5a shows that after 20 minutes of discharging, a memristor can be successfully turned on by a Zn-air battery of only 2 pL volume. Compared to the control devices which remained in the off state, devices that were connected to the batteries exhibited significant increase in conductance of up to 3 orders of magnitude (Fig. 5b). The relatively large variation in the final on-state conductance is attributed to variabilities of both the batteries (Fig. 3) and the memristors (Supplementary Fig. 25), and was likely magnified by the nonlinear switching characteristic of the memristors. Nevertheless, all devices showed on-off ratios larger than 3, which was an obvious change in the I-V curves (Supplementary Fig. 26). In comparison, the control samples had almost no increase in the conductance (on-off ratios less than 1.5). This experiment confirmed the capability of picoliter batteries to power microscopic electronic devices. The memristors have a dimension of around 50 µm, hence could potentially be integrated with our batteries to enable the construction of fully autonomous colloidal robots.  

Recently, Miskin et al. demonstrated Pt-Ti bilayer metallic actuators as legs for microscopic robots. Bias voltages applied on the actuator caused the adsorption/desorption of hydrogen or oxygen species on the Pt surface, which changed the stress distribution and the curvature of the device (Fig. 5c). Once connected with the Zn electrode of the battery, the actuator bent from its flat state (50 µm long, 12 µm wide) to a maximum curvature of around 0.1 µm⁻¹ in about 4 s (Figure. 5d-e, Supplementary Video 1). When we reversed the bias by connecting the Pt cathode of the battery with the actuator, it relaxed to the flat state at a similar rate. The response time is in agreement with the RC constant of the circuit (Supplementary Note 4). We showed that another 60 µm × 14 µm actuator could be powered by a 1.6 pL battery to quasi-reversibly bend and flatten over 50 cycles (Supplementary Fig. 27, Supplementary Video 2). After prolonged operation, a decay in the minimum curvature (maximum actuator length) was observed (Figure. 5d-e, Supplementary Fig. 27b-c), accompanied by a slowing down of the flattening response time to over 10 s. Meanwhile, the maximum curvature as well as the curling response time remained almost unchanged. This was possibly due to some irreversible changes of the actuator during repeated actuation under high voltage, as evidenced by the difficulty to flatten it afterwards (Supplementary Fig. 28 and Supplementary Video 3). The total current passing through the actuator consisted of a pulse component from capacitive discharge and a constant part from Faradaic current, as shown in Fig. 5f. It is estimated that about 60% of the battery’s total energy was consumed by the actuator (Supplementary Note 4), mostly to drive the Faradaic reactions. The disparity between the positive and negative Faradaic currents is explained by a difference in the reduction and oxidation reaction rates on the actuator.
**Fig. 5 | Application of Zn-air batteries.**

**a**, Current-voltage (IV) curves of a memristor connected with a 100 µm picoliter battery (2 pL) before and after 20 min of discharging in PBS electrolyte. The batteries are from the same batch of devices used for performance characterization in Fig. 3. The inset shows the schematic of the circuit. IV curves of other switched-on devices can be found in Supplementary Fig. 26.

**b**, Scatter plot of the initial and final conductance of memristor devices that were switched on by batteries (blue) versus those not powered (orange).

**c**, Images of a Pt-Ti surface electrochemical actuator (SEA) curling and flattening under cyclic voltammetry measurement with 0.4 V amplitude. A platinum wire was used as the counter electrode. The curvature of the actuator increased when sweeping towards negative bias, and decreased when sweeping towards positive.

**d**, Length of a 50 µm × 12 µm SEA over 35 cycles of actuation powered by a 1.6 pL battery. The battery was in a separate solution from the SEA. The inset shows the circuit diagram used in this experiment.

**e**, Curvature
of the actuator during operation converted from the length shown in d. f. Current recorded by an ammeter during the actuation shown in d.

Sensors are essential components for the autonomous operation of a micro-robot, hence we have further demonstrated the capability of our picoliter battery by powering resistive chemical sensors. In Fig. 6a-b, two chemical sensors made of different materials were both successfully powered by picoliter batteries. When a water droplet containing the analyte triethylamine (TEA) was added onto the monolayer MoS$_2$ sensor, the impedance of the device decreased thus the output current of the battery increased significantly (Fig. 6a). The other sensor based on single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) was less sensitive than the MoS$_2$ sensor, requiring higher analyte concentration and rendering smaller signal, but still produced a clear change in the output current (Fig. 6b). Note that neither devices were optimized for this application. Nevertheless, their response ($\Delta I \sim 20$ nA) were large enough to drive at least some potential loads, such as the aforementioned memristors and actuators. The very large current means that the on-state resistance of the MoS$_2$ sensor is negligible compared to the internal resistance of the battery or the resistance of a bimorph actuator. Therefore, if an actuator and a sensor are connected in series, a battery is essentially directly powering the actuator when the sensors are turned on. If paired with memory devices, our batteries could provide the energy necessary to record environmental information as non-volatile memory in the form of resistance change to be recovered later.

Lastly, our batteries also enabled a basic and key function for all autonomous machines, which is a clock signal generator. Using a simple relaxation oscillator (Fig. 6c) composed of a picoliter battery, a resistor (1 G$\Omega$), a capacitor (4.7 nF) and two commercial CMOS inverters (SN74HC04), we managed to generate a regular AC signal. The amplitude of the signal had some variation over time due to the voltage fluctuation of the battery, but a stable frequency of 0.1 Hz was maintained over the entire discharge period (Fig. 6d). Such a stable, low-frequency clock signal would enable the micro-robot to keep track of time and perform sequential logic operations. More efficient oscillator design and much more complex micro-chiplet circuits have already been demonstrated in the literature (Supplementary Table 2), most of which require power on the order of nW when in standby mode (not performing data transmission). Overall, we have demonstrated the ability of the picoliter batteries to drive 5 different applications, including a memristor, an actuator, 2 types of sensors, and one oscillator circuit. Building onto these capabilities, in the future we plan to explore the possibilities of creating autonomous cell-sized robots capable of self-powered sensing, steering and locomotion.
Conclusion

Compared to other microbatteries reported to date, the Zn-air picoliter batteries reported in this work offer one of the highest energy densities (Fig. 4c), but their power density has significant room for improvement (Supplementary Fig. 29). We note in particular that increasing the power density is helpful for performing tasks like locomotion and communication (Supplementary Table 2). Improvements will therefore enable significant increases in capability and task flexibility for microscopic sensors and robots. We have identified the cathodic reaction, or more accurately the transport of O₂, as the rate-limiting step in this system. Hence the easiest next improvement is to increase the area of the Pt cathode. However, the size of Pt is constrained by the projected area of the device to be powered, while increasing the specific area is ineffective. Alternatively, we may increase the access to oxygen by creating triple phase boundaries, which may require polymer/gel electrolyte compatible with photolithography. Replacing the Pt with other types of cathode, such as Ag₂O, MnO₂ and NiOOH may remove the limitation of O₂ in solution (Supplementary Fig. 30a-c), and may lead to rechargeable picoliter batteries. To mitigate the large voltage fluctuation towards the end of discharge, a larger discharge rate or a conformal polymer coating on Zn may also be desirable (Supplementary Fig. 30d-f). In future works, we plan to explore Zn-based picoliter batteries with a higher power density and rechargeability.
In summary, we have presented the fabrication, release, characterization and application of Zn-air picoliter batteries. Employing standard photolithography, thousands of picoliter batteries were fabricated on a single wafer at once, and were easily released into solutions. Batteries of various sizes were created, ranging from 10 to 100 μm across. The electrochemical performance of these batteries were characterized on a probe station by galvanostatic discharge. The performance achieved were in agreement with our expectation, with an open circuit voltage of 1.2 V, a short circuit current density of about 0.5 mA cm\(^{-2}\) (10 nA/2000 μm\(^{2}\)), a power of 0.15 mW cm\(^{-2}\) (3 nW/2000 μm\(^{2}\)) and a capacity of 300 mAh g\(^{-1}\) (16 μC/2 pL). Notably, our picoliter batteries demonstrated a remarkably high energy density of up to 1070 Wh L\(^{-1}\), exceeding most microbatteries to date. Lastly, the tiny batteries were proven to be able to turn on memristors and drive actuators of comparable sizes. The high energy density, perfect compatibility with photolithography, and relatively simple fabrication process make picoliter Zn-air batteries a desirable power source for colloidal electronics. As the first of its kind, this work should inspire more effort towards picoliter-scale energy storage and harvesting devices, and greatly expand the functionality and application of cell-sized robots and sensors.

**Methods**

**Picoliter batteries fabrication.** A layer of LOR-3A lift-off resist was first spin coated onto 2 inch Si wafer at 2000 rpm. The coated wafer was then baked at 180 °C for 4 min and 190 °C for 20 min, to increase the stability of LOR-3A during fabrication. A layer of 70-nm-thick copper was subsequently deposited on top of the LOR-3A by DC magnetron sputtering (AJA International). This formed the sacrificial LOR/Cu substrate, enabling easy release of batteries in later experiments. During fabrication, the Cu layer will protect the photoresist from being dissolved in the lift-off solution (Remover-PG).

To define an insulating base for batteries, SU-8 2002 negative photoresist was first patterned by contact photolithography on an MA-6 mask aligner. After development, the cross-linked SU-8 structure was hard-baked at 120 °C for 4 min to increase adhesion and reduce stress. In the second photolithography step, LOR-20B and Shipley S1805 photoresist was patterned to define the electrical contacts to both electrodes. Wafers with only 100 μm batteries were patterned by contact photolithography, while wafers with various sizes of batteries were patterned by direct laser writing in a maskless aligner (Heidelberg MLA-150). A tri-layer metal of 5 nm/20 nm/5 nm Cr/Ag/Cr (or Ti/Ag/Ti) was deposited by Denton electron-beam evaporator, followed by 25 nm of Pt deposited by either e-beam evaporation or DC sputtering. The lift-off process was performed in Remover-PG solution on a shaker to remove the photoresist and extra metal. The third step used the same photoresist as the second step to define the zinc anode pattern. Titanium adhesion layer (10 nm) was first sputtered, after which Zn metal was deposited by Key High thermal evaporator. The thickness of Zn was monitored by a quartz crystal oscillator in the evaporation chamber. The lift-off process was performed in Remover-PG on a shaker at room temperature. For Zn- Ag₂O batteries, the cathode material was deposited by reactive sputtering of Ag target in O₂/Ar plasma. Finally, Shipley S1818 was coated and patterned to protect Zn and define an etching frame around each battery.

The fabrication of batteries with wires for electrical characterization shared the same procedure as described above, except for an additional step before the last one. Here, another layer of SU-8 2002 was patterned after finishing the third step, to shield the wires from electrolyte while exposing the active region of the device. Some of the batteries with wires were fabricated on other insulating substrate such as SiO₂ or glass, and were tested without releasing.
**Release procedure.** The as-fabricated wafer was immersed into Cu etchant 49-1 for 2 min to remove Cu in the etching zone around each battery. The wafer was then washed with DI water and acetone to dissolve the S1818 photoresist. Subsequently, the wafer was immersed into 20 mL tetrahydrofuran (THF) for 3 to 4 hours, to dissolve the LOR sacrificial layer. After releasing most of the batteries, the wafer was taken out, and THF was evaporated to less than 5 mL. Optionally, the photoresist-containing solution was then diluted by adding fresh solvent (THF or acetonitrile) and taking out old solvent with a pipette. The resulting dispersion was then collected for future characterization.

The batteries with wires were also etched and washed in the same way as stated above. Then 2 μL of Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) e-beam resist were drop casted onto each device as a protection layer. After drying and annealing, the wafer was immersed into 2 wt% KOH solution to release the devices. The floating devices after releasing were fished with glass slides, and cleaned with DI water and acetone.

**Characterization.** Optical images of batteries were acquired with a Zeiss Axio Scope A1 microscope using objective lenses of various magnifications (5×, 10×, 50×, 100×). The height profile of the batteries were measured with a Bruker DektakXT profilometer using a 2-μm-radius diamond-tipped stylus. The UV-vis spectra of batteries in copper chloride solution was measured with a Shimadzu UV-3101PC spectrophotometer at wavelengths of 250 to 600 nm. The discharge product was collected from a macroscopic Zn-air cell in PBS solution, centrifuged and washed twice with DI water, and dried for further characterization. The dried powder was dispersed in isopropanol and loaded onto TEM grid for HAADF and EDS mapping in Titan Themis Z G3 Cs-Corrected STEM. The powder XRD was measured on PANalytical X'Pert Pro diffractometer.

**Electrical characterization.** Electrical performance measurements of picoliter batteries were performed in an ARS PSF-10-1-4 Cryogenic Probe Station using micromanipulators as probes. All measurements were done on batteries with wires in two-electrode configuration under ambient condition. One probe connected to the Pt electrode served as the working electrode, the other probe connected to the Zn electrode served as the counter and reference electrode. Voltage and current were applied onto the probes through a semiconductor parameter analyzer (SPA) (Agilent E5262A Source Measure Units, controlled by MATLAB code. Before measurement, a drop of PBS or other types of electrolyte (10 to 15 μL) was added onto the active region of the device. The droplet does not spread out to the probes due to a large contact angle with the SU-8 polymer. Voltage polarization curves were obtained by sequentially increasing the galvanostatic discharging current density from 0 to 0.75 mA cm⁻². The voltage was monitored for 60 s at each current density, with 20 s rest before the next measurement on the same device. Long-time galvanostatic discharge was carried out continuously until the voltage drops below zero for more than 1 min, where the battery was considered to be dead. Deionized water (4 to 8 μL) was added to compensate for the evaporation of water from the electrolyte droplet, if the discharge lasted for longer than 2000 s.

**Short circuit discharge experiment.** The bottle containing short-circuited picoliter batteries were agitated, and 10 μL of dispersion were drop casted onto a glass slide. After drying, a hydrophobic PMMA well was pipetted around the batteries by hand. The batteries on slides were observed continuously under a Zeiss microscope (50× objective) after adding 100 μL of PBS electrolyte, until the batteries are fully discharged. PBS electrolyte was bubbled with pure oxygen for 5 min to create oxygen-saturated solution. When using this solution, a rubber well and a thin glass cover slide were used to seal the volume, preventing gas exchange with ambient air. The oxygen level was measured by a RCYAGO dissolved oxygen meter.

**Memristor switching experiment.** Picoliter batteries with wires (Fig. 2a) and memristors were connected to probe needles respectively, and the needles were then connected through external cables. The initial resistance of memristors were recorded by semiconductor analyzer. After disconnecting the cables form the...
semiconductor analyzer, 12.5 μL of PBS electrolyte were added to the battery. The memristors were disconnected from the batteries 20 min later and the final resistance were recorded. For the control devices, we measured the resistance of a device at rest in the off state every 20 min.

**Actuator experiment.** Pt-Ti bimorph actuators were fabricated on a Cu sacrificial layer according to the procedure reported previously. They were released by etching away Cu substrate in a 4 mg/mL ammonium persulfate solution overnight. The floating actuators were then transferred with the Si wafer into a petri dish with PBS solution. Individual actuators were picked up by parylene-coated Ir/Pt probes from Microprobes for Life Science. The actuators were first tested with 0.4 V amplitude cyclic voltammetry at a sweep rate of 73 mV s⁻¹, with a Pt wire as the counter and reference electrode. Then it is connected to a picoliter battery in a separate solution with external wires. The polarity of connection was switched to cause cycles of actuation by manually re-connecting wires at a regular pace, until the battery fully discharged and the actuation stopped. The state of the actuator was filmed in the meantime. For the recording of current, a semiconductor parameter analyzer was connected in series with the battery and set to maintain a constant voltage of 0 V.

**Sensor experiment.** Picoliter batteries with wires and chemical sensors were connected to probe needles respectively, and the needles were then connected through external cables. Before starting the program, 12.5 μL of PBS electrolyte were added to the battery. For the recording of current, a semiconductor parameter analyzer was connected in series with the battery and set to maintain a constant voltage of 0 V. The chemical sensors were initially dry, after being powered for a few minutes, 1.5 μL droplet containing the analyte TEA was added onto the sensor.

**Oscillator experiment.** One picoliter battery with wires were connected to a resistor, a capacitor and two inverters through probe needles and cables according to the circuit in Fig. 6c. Before starting the program, 12.5 μL of PBS electrolyte were added to the battery. The current was recorded until the battery ran out of charge.
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